The intervention consists of the urbanization and superficial finishing of a street, turning it into an accessible urban pedestrian garden.

The main objective is the pedestrian accessibility to connect the neighborhood with the green areas of the Vinalopó River.

This connection is made by generating a network of routes and stadiums, which in turn generate urban spaces, by means of pleasant slopes and small sections of stairs, which allow to generate passage zones and rest areas.

The urban space is renewed with the use of contemporary materials such as concrete, wood, and steel; all powered by LED lighting in a zenith fashion.

In the urban garden autochthonous vegetal species are used, with great adaptability and little maintenance, own of the Mediterranean climate, like the olive tree, the orange tree, the cypress and ornamental plants. A drip irrigation system is used that optimizes the maintenance of the gardens.

The benches are located strategically in the routes, generating rest areas, and pleasant spaces, where the visuals of the Palmeral and the green space of the Vinalopó River are of vital importance.